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I. Preface 

Korean is one of the languages of which little scientific treatment has 
:been done among various Oriental languages. There are few descriptions 
even on Modern Korean. I dare say there has been made almost no attempt 
·:of systematic- description of its older phase, i.e. Middle Korean. As to jts 
:grammatical description I can mention. up only two .books: "Grammatical 
Notes on Ryong-bi-'e-tien-ga i\'gm;ffl:P:K:zfx" by Kyosaku MAEMA 'ITTfFeii5,1l~ft;m 
and " A Study of the ' Humble ' and 'Honorific ' Forms in the Korean 
.Language" by Dr. Shimpei OGVRA 1J,~ilt2f(2). To complete the_ history of 
the Korean language in its true meaning, we need first to make synchronic 
,descriptipns of Modern and Middle Korean. I have long wished to make a 
:3ystematic description of Middle Korean and as a part of it I have published a 
few articles on the 'tense' of Middle Korean verbs, namely "On the Perfect 
Tense of Korean,"c3) "On the Past Stem -de- of Korean "w and "On the 
Intensive Stem of Middle Korean "(5). However, these studies are fragmentary 

{ 1) Ryuka Kogo-sen fi'iJfki~tti"Ei-~- Toyo Bunko Ronso JitiF3t.lr1Hlfo1R No. 2, 1925. The Ryong-
bi-'e-tien-ga is a hymn song in praise of the founder of the Ri dynasty, composed in 
Korean vernacular by DIENG Rin-ji t1B.f8I: and others in 1445, by the order of the 
King Siei-jong i:!t* of the Ri Dynasty. 

{ 2) Chosengo ni okeru Kenjoho Sonkeiho no Jodoshi 49:l.ff.\cf~it /'C.1J~ Lt -3 tl~1~ • ft#CiljJCiJ~r:o .WJm)Jfjff]. Toyo 
Bunko Ronso No. 26, 1938. 

(3) "Ch6sengo no Kanry6jish6 ni tsuite:,n],~}1J-r:o)t711'1-fiiJtcJ1.ltv,---c" Toyogo Kenkyu JiU-r~ 
~°II-lllf~ No. 1, 1946, pp. 1-17. 

{ 4) "Chosengo no Kakogokan 'de' ni tsuite )/i,Bff.f~Jft<D~:::ft-ri'&~ de tCWLv, --c" Toyogo 
Kenkyu No. 4, 1948, pp. 35-58. 

{ 5) Written in English, Genga Kenkyu 1-tif&i'iff~ No. 16, 1951·, pp. 116-125. 
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and are not sufficient to cover the whole of the 'tense' system. To study 
on more materials in a wider range is, of course, necessary in discussing the 
whole of the ' tense ' system, but I believe it is useful for making a foundation 
of future ··desc,riptions on large scales to take a bird's-eye view of the 'tense' 
system on the materials already obtained, mainly on 'Uer-'in-sieg-bo J.] ~IJ)flri-:;lir, 
Now in this article I will expound the tenses of which I have not treated, 
that is, the Basic stem, Present stem and First Future stem, and will also 
sketch the ' tense ' system as a whole. 

'Middle Korean' in this article means the Korean language in the records 
written during a century and a half, from 1448 when the On-mun iix, the 
national script, was created, to 1592 when there were Japanese invasions in 
Korea. It is the period when various phases of Korean began to be clear, 
and written records of this period are not very few in number. Therefore, 
in the history of Korean language, it is an important epoch and the Middle 
Korean is the starting-point to the study of the Korean before this time-which 
may he termed as 'Ancient Korean '-and to that of Modern Korean, and the 
transition thereinto. Among various records which are written in the Korean 
.of this period, 'Uer-'in-sieg-bo )~ ~P)¥~1M,t is the richest both in quality and 
quantity and the description of the language in this record is enough to tell. 
us the state of .Middle Korean. rn 

II.· General Reinarks on the 'Tense' Forms 

It would . be proper to sketcli the morphological characteristics of Middle 
Korean verbs before discussing the form and usage of 'tense.' It would, of 
course, be a long description even to summarize the morphology of the verb, 
but I wiH try to give a very brief account in so far as the points related to 
this article· are ·concerned. The most characteristic feature of Korean from 
the morphological point of view is that there is no distinction between the 
verb and the adjective, and so I will put them together under the name of 
the verb. Korean, in the sanie way as Japanese, is princjpally an agglutinative 
language in which the suffixati011 prevails·. Generally speakii1g, when the suffix 
or the ending aggh1t1nated to the 'stem,' the 'stem' varies its form according 
to the kind ·of the suffix or the ending. Takirig for. example, 

( 1 ) The Roman transcription of the On-mun lirl3t in this article is a very mechanic trans
literation, so that it ~ay easily be re-transcribed into the original, but it often hap
pens that it docs not represent the actual pronunciation. For example, the letter 
'-1 ' is pronounced at the initial position of a ,vord as [k] in Modern Korean and it 
was probably the same in Middle Korean, but the letter will be always transcribed 
with 'g.' (' k' represents the aspirated sound '::::] '). Therefore, it is not the phonetic 
transcription but the transliteration of the On-mun with Roman letters for technical 
need. Tone sign& in .the old records of Middle Korean are all omitted, too. The· 
neglect of the tone signs is rather vital in a morphological description, but since the· 
principal object of this article lies in the usage., I thii1k it does not meah much. 
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(A) gy sur'ui bo-zl'?vn-n narah-nn ~~lx.-lzv-zvb-nvnira. 
"The countries which have the honour of regarding that vehicle 
submit (to him)."· (' Uer-'in-sieg-bo I, 26) 

The aclnominal ending -n attaches to the humble stem -zvv- in its form 
of ·-zvvv-, the form accompanied by the vowel v, while the final ending 
-nvnira attaches to the sai11e stem in its form of -zvb-, the form which has 
no vowel at the encl, but in which the last sound of the stem v cha1iges into 
b. In other words, the humble stem -zvv- varies its form to -zvb- or -zvvv
according to the suffix or the ending attached to it. These various forms of 
the stem may be called· 'bases' and the variation of the form, 'base inflection.' 

Various base-inflectional forms are formularized as 'stem+ vowel ' and the 
vmvels are usually· classified into five categories: zero, vjy, aje, oju I and i. 
vjy, etc. are generally conformed to the laws ·of vowel hanhony. That is to 
say, when there are hard vowels in the stem, there follows v, a, or o and in 
the case of soft vowels, y, e or u. The 'stem+o' represents the form in which 
the stem ending in a consonant takes no vowel - according to the following 
suffix or ending. In the above-cited sentence zvb- of zvb-nvnira is the example 
of this form. The five base-inflectinal forms may be named respectively First 
Base ( +o, abbr. I), Second Base ( +v/y, II), Third Base ( +v/e, III), Fourth 
Base ( +o/u, IV) and Fifth Base ( +i, V). In the case of a stem ending in 
a vowel, :first and second bases are of the same form. In case of the verbs 
ending in r there occurs the omission of r of the root and· the form will be 
called 0missive Base ( abbr. 0). The following are the examples : 

'ebs- (not to, be, not to exist) : 
I. 'eb-, II. 'ebsy-, III. 'ebse, IV. 'ebsu-, V. 'ebsi 

dv'oi-' (to become): 
I, II. dv,oi-, III. d'voi'a, IV. dv'oi'o

sar- ( to live) : 
I. sar:., II. sarv, III. sara, IV. saro-, V. sari, 0. sa-

Many kinds of suffixes and endings glue to these bases m a definite 
order. I will explain it more concretely with a few examples. 

(B) j'Egia-i dasnri-si-non sclah-nr da dorn-sia, 
"(He) makes a round of every territory that he governs,,, 

('Uer-'in-sieg-bo I, 25 a-h) 
There are two verbs, dasvri- (to govern) and dor- (to make a round)~ The 
former is accompanied by s£, an honorific suffix, and non, the adnominal form 
of the present stem in this sentence. The latter takes here the form of the 
second base dorv- and accompanied by sia, the third base of an honorific affix 
si. In the example (A), there are two verbs, bo- (to see) and ~lijfx.~!tv- (to 
surrender, to submit to). In the· former ,case, -zvvvn of. bo-zvvvn is the adno-
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minal form of the humble suffix -zvv- and :zvvv is its second base, while in the 

latter case zvb- of /)f/?:HR-hv-zvb- is the first base of the same suffix accompanied 

by -nvnira, the final form of the present tense. As is seen in these two 

examples, the 'honorific ,m_the honorific in its wider meaning including the 

honorific par excellence and the humble,-and the ' tense ' can be considered 

as two grammatical categories which characterize the form of the verb. 

'Tense' thus plays an important role in the formation of the verb. 

Tense .is shown by specific suffixes that, attached to the bases, form the tense 

stems. Like the so-called 'auxjljary verbs' in the Japanese language, to 

these tense stems are further added their own endings. There are recognjzed 

seven tense stems. ( will call them as follows: basjc stem or aorist stem, 

present stem, first future stem, retrospective stem, intensive stem, perfect stem 

and second future stem. These are not suitable names as will be seen later, 

but I will use them for convenience ' sake in this article. 

Basic or aorist stem is the stem to which no special suffix is attached 

and thus the verb stem remains bare as it jg_ In the example (A) both bo

zvvv-n and ~f/?:H!l-Tw-zvb-nvnira are the forms of the humble stem, but the 

former is · directly acco"mpanied by the adnominal ending -n · with no tense affix 

placed in between, while the latter is accompanied by the present stem suffix 

-nv-. The fonnet will be called basic stem or may otherwise be called aorist 

stem. The rest of the tense stems, on the other hand, · have their own 

particular suffixes. The perfect stem and the second future stem are periphrastic 

stems. 

The present stem is characterized by a, suffix -nv- and the first future stem 

by -r and -ri-, the retrospective stem by -de-, the emphatic stem by -ge-. The 

perfect stem and second future stem which are periphrastic stems are 

characterized by their combination with the verb is(i)- (to be). In the former 

the third base a/e of the verb and · is(i)- are combined and in the latter the 

coverbial ending -gyi and is(i)-. 

III. Details on the 'Tense' System 

( 1) Basic Stem 

I. Morphological characteristics 

As stated above, the basic stem is the verb stem accompanied by no specific 

affix and to each of its five bases is attached an ending directly or indirectly 

with the interposition of the honorific affix. 

( 1 ) For more detaili: of the Honorific in its wider meaning, refer to Shimpei OGURA, 

A Study of the Humble and Honorific Forms in the Korean Language. op. cit. 
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Adnominalm Il-n y'tv- (to ride): tv-n, vfiz- (to make): jizy-n, v'ebs- (not 
to exist): 'ebsy-n. 

IV-n y'jiz-: jizu-n or jiw-n, y'lzv- (to do, to say): lzo-n(2). 
Final 1) I-cJa< 3

) y'nvri- (to 130 down): nari-da, v'ebs-: 'eb-da. 
2) II-niraw y'jieg- (to be small): jiegy-nira, y'nirv- (t·o tell): nzrv-nzra. 

Converbial II-ni y'meg- · (to eat): megy-ni, y'na- (to produce): na-nz. 

Hono1:ific affixes come between verb stems and endings. 
-sz- (glues to II) .y'mat- (to smell): nzatv-si-da (final form 1) 

y'na- (to be born): na-si-n (adnominal form) 
-zvv- (glues to II or 0) y'bo- (t~ see): bo-zvvv-n (adilomi1ial form)· 

y'jei· (to worship): je-zvb-da (final form 1) 

II. Usage 

(A) Among the examples of the usage of the basic stern there are many 
-cases where the stem seems to indicate past events. 

1. i!§'5t-'yn butie na-sz-n narah-ini, ('Uer-'in-sieg-bo I,. 30a)<5) 
" i!§'T( is the country where Buddha was born," 

2. RX-'in )f,,.~-lrnr-ssBi, 111m1-'i na'a gan-dvr, s#i-clBrh-i n-em-'-e1; da jocv-ni. 
(I, 41a) 

"As :&:~I:: was unworthy of his father, even when another (son) went away, 
people all fallowed him." 

,( 1 ) In Middle· Korean the adnominal ending -n ~foes to both the second base or the fourth 
base. According to the study of Mr. Takao OE, a young Japanese scholar- of Korean, 
there is a subtle difference in usage between the two cases. In Modern Kqrean it glues 
only to the second base, since the fourth base has disappeared. 

,( 2) Verb hv- had two stems; one is hvi-, from which_ are derived the third base hv'iv, the 
fourth base hv'io- and its causative stem hvii- (to make one do), and the other is hv-, the 
form where the last -i is lost, from which are derived the first and second base hv-, the 
fourth base ho- and the fifth base -hi. Adnominal form ho-12 in the above example is 
composed of ho- that is the fourth base of the second stem and the affix -n attached to it. 
There are other adnominal forms of this verb such as hv'io-12 that is made of the fourth 
base of the first stem hv'io and -n, and hv-n which is the combinatioi1 of the second 
base of the second stem and· -12. 

( 3) There are various final forms. The final 1-da is a simple firial forrri. 
{ 4) The final form -nira is originally the combination of -ni- and -ra, of which -ni- is a sort 

of gerund composed of an adnominal ending -n and -i (thing) and it was used by 
itself as a final form, but with the change from parataxi~ tci hypotaxis it had come 
to be used as a cov'erb. -:ra is the final ending of the verb -i(r)- (to be). Therefore 
-nira primarily meant 'is a thing which is~.' In this sense -nira is also used as a 
simple final form. 

,( 5) The following examples are all cited from the 'Uer-'in-sieg-bo. Roman numerals stand 
for volume numbers and Arabian numerals for leaf numbers. 'a' means the obverse 
of a leaf and 'b' the reverse. 
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3. ffiflJ:.:.nyn ){-hur-ssui, nai na'a gan-dvr, 'abanim-'i i1a-n.n- 'orta (-'orh-da) 
hv-si-ni. (ibid.) 
"As ffitf was wise, even when I zi.Jas to go out, Father said to me, 'You 
may go.'" 

4. · gy · jei za hui dur-i cezem na-nzra. (I, 42b) ' 
" It was just at that time that the sun and the moon appeared for the 
first time." 

5. gy i&-'ei sda-s mas-1 ·eh-go, ·iervy-n scleg gutu-n sda-s gec-i na-ni, bic-i 
nury-go mas-i ;;g}~ jes-deni. gy megy-n 1&-ei-nun sery m~m 'ebsi'ur 'ir-i 
na-nira. (I, 42b-43a) 
"After that the taste of the earth did not exist, a thin skin of the earth 
like a rice-cake appeared, its colour was yello'w and it was full of taste 
and flavour. After people ate it, it lzajJpened that they despised each other." 

6. ~iilf-s goh-ai ~fsJi_ 'ieis ;;g}-'tn- nzatv-si-da hon mar do 'isi-mie._ (I, 3~b) 
" There is a saying that ~~ smelled the smell of 1lrefs:-W- with his nose." 

7. %tU{t ~~-hur, jeg-yi fl:reeJi.-'ieis ,nun-s myr-i guruvi guti nvri-da hon 
mar do 'isi-mie. (I, 36b) 
" There is a saying that, when ¾tU{!Jf, entered Nirvana, tears of 1!1Hs?r-
fell down like a fine rain," .. 

8. 1.%fsffix-'i ·fit'.f:-sgyi je-zvb-da hon mar do 'isi-mie, (I, 36b) 
"There is a saying that !-~i§.ffix worshipped ·/It'.@:," 

9. gy jei za 'agi nah-i-rur ~ai"F-hv-nz'ra. (I, 44b) 
"It was just at that time that (man) began to give birth to a child." 

(B) a. It is, however,· too hasty to conclude that the basic stem 
indicates the past, because there are no few examples of the basic stem that do 
not indicate the past. First, verbs with adjectival meanings do not indicate 
the past at all. 

1 o. +~-'tm 'ier gaji-s diohv-n 'ir-ini, (I, 25h) 
"+ff means ten sorts of good things," 

11. =mfi!!x$-'ei :3/tf:1]-'i mus jiegy-1zira. (I, 33a) 
" There is the least light in the =ffl~x." 

12. namjin giejib-i 'eh-go, nopv-ni nvsgavv-ni 'eb-deni. (I, 42a) 
"There were no -men nor women, no noble men nor poor men." 

13. ·iervy-n sdeg gvtv-n sda-s gec-i...... (I, 4.'3a) 
"A thin skin of the earth like a rice-cake ...... " 

14. mvrgv-n •[~ (I, 5Gb) 
"pure nature " 

15. 'abanim-'i na-rur 'orta (='orh-da) hu-si-ni. (IJ 41a) 
"Father said to me, '(You) are right.' " 

16. 'ora-n tiJ-'ei, (IJ 51b) 
"during the long (span of) kalpa," 
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1 7. j'egia-~-fzv-n muzum-i ha-si-r ssui. (I, 52b) 
"As the mind for his own self was great," 

In the cases of these verbs with such adjectival meanings as. express characters, 
states and relations, _the basic stem plainly tells us _the verbal concept, itself 
and it does not i_mply the sense of time. 

b. Verbs which express non-existence do not indicate. the past eitlrnr. 
18. cfor 'ebsy-n bam-ui . (I, 26b). 

" at the night when ther(:} is no moon" 
~9.. ~A.-nm sui~ ssuzi. 'eb-da he-non ma~·-ini: (I, 29b) 

"~)":f. means 'there is no time to. rest','.' 
20. §:::%-'ai 'ani gies£-nira. (I, 16a) 

'~ He is (honor{fic) not in life and death." 

As· will be se.en later, the v·erb ·,is(i)- (to be, to exist) which shows the 
presence or existence usually· takes the foi·m of the present stem. On the 
other hand, it is interesting to know. that, j11st ~s the· Japa{iese arzt · (to be, 
to exist) is a verb and nai (not to exist, there is no---) is ·an adjective, so 
'ebs- (not to exist, thei·e is no---) takes the form of the basic stem rather 
than that of the present stem. · 

(C) Even when verbs with 'verbal meanii1gs' take the form of the basic 
stem, they do not necessarily indicate the · past. 

21. · 13-'-en bic-ini, 'ergur-yr ·nirv-nira. (I; .34-a) 
"13 me·ans a colour and it denotes a figure." 

22. 

24. 

26. 

...... is~t1-·ira lzv-nira·. (I, 34a) 

'' (It) is called 15.JEJl." 
¥t:lt4l~-mm :W nai nzad-nv-da ho-n bdycl-ini. (l, 14b) 
"f-t~~ means to smell the flavour," · 
wf~-'yn f!g"'J( mar-ais )f~i5Q!!t¾~lz9F,'tliflfr-rur jorie nir'o-n mar-ini .. 
(I, srb) 
." wf~ is the word denoting the Indian word 'sakra-deva-indra, abbreviated," 
Ar1c1, do '.fi3(:N--'iei dy-nira. (I, s 2b) 

"Human beings also enter the {ijzJ'f..." 
'i 'iesys hannr-s gajangi iJJZil}-'yr mod 'iehyi-n him ·g-erb-ini. (I, 3 2b) 
"The beings of these heavens up· to the sixth are the group which cannot 
leave 1iJZi!}," 

27. gy ~-'ei za 'oi-ni, 'orhv-ni, 'igyi-ni, giei'u-ni, hor 'ir-i na-mra. (I, 42b) 
"After that, happened the· wrong and the right and the victorious and the 
defeated. 

'oi-ni, 'orhv-ni, 'igyi:..ni, and giei'u-ni in the · last· example are all in the form 
of verbal noun. They mean ' to be wrong', ' to be right' and so ·on and 
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the usage 1s alike that of infinitive in ludo-European languages. Verbs m 
these examples are indefinite from the point of the tense. 

So far I have reviewed some main points of the usage of the basic stem, 
where we can recogriize two usages which seem to · be very different from 
each other. On the one hand the basic stern indrcates the past (A) and on 
the other it only expreases nature and state of things apart from the axis of 
time (B). In the case of hv- (to do, to say), the basic stem of the verb 
sometimes means the deed of saying in the past ( ex. 3) and at other times 
the general idea of saying ( ex. 2.2.). But these usages of the basic stem are 
different from each other not because of the difference in the usages themselves 
but because my approach to the usage of this stem i_s raq1er improper. 

As mentioned already, this basic stem has no 1~10r_phological characteristics 
whatever, that is to say, it is morphologically indefinite. The same thin§ 
might be said of its usage. Of course we cannot decide at once that 
morphological characteristics correspond to some of those in meaning. But it 
will be . possible to examine the characteristics of usage in relation to morpho
logical features. 

To suppose th_at morphological indefiniteness of the basic stem corresponds 
to indefiniteness in usage, (indefiniteness here means that the concept of a 
verb is defined by neither tense nor aspect,) the usages (B) and (C) would be
explained very easily. In the case of the verbs with adjectival meanings, 
their basic stems simply express the nature and state of things without being 
de.fined by tense or aspect; that is to say, the concept to be indicated by each 
verb is presented as it is. In the case of the verbs with so-called verbal 
meanings in the examples under (C), we may think that they describe general 
facts by presenting their verbal concepts indefinitely. 

If we admit that the basic stem presents its verbal concepts indefinitely, 
how should we explain the exaii1ples under (A) which indicate the past? When 
we think of meaning generally, we must take into consideration two aspects 
of meaning. The one is the actual meaning produced by a context which is 
caused by a certain combination of words. This meaning is peculiar to each 
context and is entirely individual. I will call· it ' contextual meaning'. On 
the other hand the meaning of a word as a fmiction is not individual and 
does not depend on each context. It should be common so as to be adapted 
to many similar contexts. fo other words, since the number of linguistic 
symbols is not rich enough to describe vividly the individuality of the content 
that is to be communicated in an actual situation, one has to create an 
individual contextual meani1ig by using an existing limited numbe:r of linguistic 
.symbols, which' means in fact that one .makes best use of those symbols so 
that they suggest the content which is to be expressed. This• s'uggestive 
functi01i of the symbol is the meaning iii its · true se1ise · of tlfo word a·ncl it 
i11ay be callecl, in opi)osition to a contextual meaning, a 'functional meaning' 
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though it is a tautological expression. 

As we understand the meaning thus from the two aspects, we may explain 

the process of communication as a speaker usually combines words by making 

use of functional meaning and creates a context, with whicl1 he conveys to 

the hearer a contextual meaning proper for each situation. In this case the 

concept actually conveyed to the hearer is not a functional meaning as it is, 

but other motives based on a situation, an experience, an association and 

various other extra-linguistic factors can be taken into consideration, and there

fore the concept includes other motives that are not contained in a functional 

meaning. The usage (A) now in question which seems to indicate the past 

will be explained by these other motives that have no direct relation with the 

function of the basic stem, as follows. The function of the basic stem is 

primarily to express the verbal concept indefinitely, but. because the motive of 

the past is brought into the context created by the words preceding or following 

the verb, the basic stem of the verb seems to indicate the past. I will consider 

the matter with an example under (A). 
4. gy jei za hei dur-i cezem na-nira. 

"It was just at that time that the sun and the moon ajJpeared for 

the first time." 

This sentence is a part of the description of a cosmogony which tells about 

the genesis of the sun and the moon. The context of the sentence and the 

context on a larger scale of the whole description brjng us in the sense of 

the past and on this account na-nira, the basic stem of na- in this sentence 

seems to indicate the past. In this context, the motive of the past is 

necessarily included in the concept of the verb na- (to produce) presented 

indefinitely in the form of the basic stem. 

Thus the characteristic function of the basic stem is to present the verbal 

concept indefinitely. In other words, it is to present the verbal concept as it is, 

without defining a state or an action expressed in the concept by such motives 

as tense, aspect or. mood. This interpretation of the function of the basic 

stem will explain the following examples as well. 

28. sa-n ges jugi-di 'ani hemie, (I, 25b) 

" do not kill a living thing," 

sa-n is the adnominal form of the basic stem of i/ sar- ( to live) and san ges 

( a living thing) is an expression made by a simple combination of the concept 

of existence and that of thing. Of course this combination of words does 

not include the motive of· the past. It does not stress the durative aspect 

of existence either. In the following examples basic sterns express the verbal 

concept of each verb indefinitely. 

29. 3::.ifl§I~-mn ut~ gvzvm'a-n l;Ir-ini, (I, 21a) 

"3::.j)J-~gJI is a subject who keeps a treasury," 

30. m1n- tv-n ::!=E-'i...... (I, 27b) 

" a soldier who rides on a horse-back ...... " 
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31. ffe Ji"~-'yn gery-n :,,~-'ira. ( ibid) 
"A foot-soldier is a soldier who walks on foot." 

In the following examples, the concepts of the verbs -her- (to break), jiz
(to make), and da'v- (to exhaust)- include in themselves the description of 

- the state after each act has been completed. 
32. garh-ai he-n sdah-ar...... (I, 26b) 

" on the part injured by the sword ...... " 
33. ~rik-'1m JffI jizyn sar'em g-adonm scla-ini, (I, 28b) 

"~we is the place where (they) confine those who commit crimes," 
.'34. mi da'v-n :1/t~~-'i n'E!rie 'oa, (I, 41b) 

":1/tW~ who has exhausted blessings cam.e down," 
The verb her- means 'to come to be in the broken state ' and the verb da'v
shows the process to an exhausted state. Hence, insofar as these verbs are 
expressed without any specific motive, they show, it rn natural, the state to be 
arrived at. 

Generally a Korean verb indicates tense when it comes at the end of a 
principal clause or when it is in the adnominal form, while it does not when 
it is at the encl of a subordinate clause. In other words, the verb standing 
at the end of a subordinate clause is accompanied by a coverbial · ending .. 
and so the verb itself is indefinite from the view-point of tense. This verbal 
form may be said to be the form of a basic stem. For instance, in the 
following sentence none of gajie-daga, megi-go and jaba has an indication of 
tense. They are all aoristic in its literal sense of the word. 
35. gy giejib-i bab gajie-daga, megi-go, jaba niryhie-n£. (I, 43a) 

"The woman brought some boiled rice, let him eat it, took his arms, 
and got him up." 

(2) Present Stem 

I. Morphological characteristics 

This stem is characterized by a suffix -nv-. This suffix is agglutinated to 
the first base of the verb stemm and forms the present stem. This present 
stem has not the third base and the fourth base ends with -no-. The fourth 
base is usually found in the adnominal form -non and also the exclamatory 
form -nosda. This exclamatory form is regarded as the fourth base on the 
analogy of -siasda, the exclamaroty form of the honorjfic affix -si-, as -sia- is 
its fourth base. -n01~a is one of the final forms and it might be made of the 
fourth base plus final ending -ra. Main forms of this stem are as follows : 
Adnominal 1) I-mm v'is(i)- (to be): 'z°s-nvn, "j/sar- (to live): sa-nvn, v na- ( to be produced) : na-nvn 

( 1 ) This present stem suffix is primarily attached to the first base but exceptionally in 
case of the verb ending in r, to its omitted base (0). e.g. ,v sar-: sa-nvn. 
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2) I-11011 V lzv- (to do, to say): lzv-non, vnzeg- (to eat, .to 
hold in n1oi1th) : . meg-non 

Final I) I-m~da "{/mat- (to smell): nzad-nvda 
2) I-mmira "{/bvrg- (to be light): bvrg-nvnira 

v dv'oi- ( to become) : dv'oi-nvnira 
s) I-nora v'ed- (to gain): 'ed-nora, "{/mvinggvr- (to make): 

mvinggv-nora 

Coverhial I-mmi "{/na-: na-nvni, i/'is(i)-: 'is-nmii 
Interrogative I-mmda v'ed-: 'ed-nvnda 
Exclamatory I-nosda i/ lz~-: hv-nosda 
Honorific affixes -si- and -zvv- precede this present stem suffix. 

ga-si-mmira (I, 25h) 
[~B!Hrn-zvb-mmira (I, 26b) 

II. Usage 

(A) The first charateristic usage of this stem 1s that it describes the act 
which is going on at present. 

I. iit#-s 'ir sErvorini, ;!!ltm.9}-s 'ir-'isina, nun-'ei bo-non-ga negizEvEsiosie. (I, 1b) 
" As I will talk about iit#, though he is thousands of miles away, please 
suppose that you are looking at him." . 

2. -m::i:-s mar sErvorini, =f t~J::-s rnar-'isina, gui-'iei dyd-non-ga negizEvEsiosie. 
(ibid.) 
" As I will tell you the words of ilt#, though these words were spoken 
a thousand years ago, please suppose that you are listening to them." 

These antitheses of similar construction are taken from 'Uer-'in-cyen-gang-ji-gog 
Y.l !=D=ftLZ.rtf:J which is ii1cluded in 'Uer-'in-sieg-bo. Both bo-nonga and dyd-nonga 
are in the interrngative form but they indicate the actions which are going on. 
The following example is a translation of a passagie in the Ji-jang-bo-sar-ben
cuen-gieng ,:tfu?-i~ilii*Jff)r~-
3. ~9Jffi{:!}ff\J[i£ 'oa 5tf[U!Vii$-'Er bo-nvnda? (XXI, I 3b) 

"Are you looking at all the Buddhas, the Bodhisattvas and the deities ? " 
This is the question Shakyanzuni )/IffJ!Jl~JB{t asked of Manju~r'i 3tf~::g:ii)i. The 
original Chinese text reads as follows : itdJIJb~~9Jffi-ft::g=ii)i:;bt~fUUii$. In this 
.case also bo-nvnda indicates the now proceeding act of looking at things. 

(B) This stem is used not only to. describe the act that is going on but 
.to explain about things that actually exist or that is supposed to exist actually. 

4. f!W~-'i ffit-hod~i: 'j'f-ro :!:tM~-'i 'is-nvningida'. (XXJ, 25a) 
" 1ilf$J answered, ' Truly tlzere is a hell '." 

cis-nvningida is analysed as 'is-nvni-ngida, -ngida of which is a 'humble' 
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ending. Therefore 'is-nv1~i-ngida is the polite way of saymg 'is-nvni-ra. 
5. 'i IZ§X± do rJiiEWjUJ heri-'iei 'is-nvnira. (I, 31a) 

"These IZ97E± live halfway up Mt. Sumeru." 
In both of the above examples, the italicized verb stems describe respectively 
a hell and lmx::E as actually existing. 

An interesting fact about tl~:is verb of existence is that, while 'is( i)-(to be, 
to exist) takes the form of the present stem, 'ebs- (not to exist) takes the form 
of the basic sten;i. The following antithetic examples may well serve to show 
this fact. 

6. 'ebsy-n ch?s hodei (I, .'36a) "It seems there is not, but ...... " 
7. 'is-nvn cfos hocfoi (ibid.) "It seems there is, but ...... " 

The periphi·astic perfect stem that has this 'is(i)- js so composed by 
making use of the motive which is in the concept of this verb. <l) The 
following phrase which ofte1i appears in the notes of 'lier-'in-sieg-bo, 
8. 'arai sagie'is-nvnira. (I, 37a etc.) 
means ' there are actually some explanations below' and the meaning comes 
from the combination of the perfect stem sagie'is- and the present stem -nv-. 
The following is the translation of **ill. 
9. 'ani 'oais-nvn t;j] (I, 506) 

" the Kalpa which has not yet come " 
'oais-nvn is the combination of the perfect stem 'oa ( < 'o- ' to come ') and the 
present stem 'is-nvn and is used as a present perfect in the narrow meaning. 

There are no verbs of existence in the following examples but the verbs, 
here can be explained in the same way. 
10. da jei nzeg-non bdyd-yro d-e'oi'ia namnira. (I, 32a) 

"Everyone is born according to the will that he bears m himself." 
11. ~!i-'-en m-ez"Bm-ai nzeg-non 'ir 'ebsyr ssi-ra. (I, .'34a) 

"#~:f",ft means 'that which bears nothing in mind'." 
12. ~.:£-s han sf& sa-nvn hamrh-ira. (I, s2b) 

" (It) is the kingdom where the people of J.t::E live." 

( C) This stem is also used to describe the present state of things as 
easily analogized by the usage ,(B). 

13. ffi.111 Jll-'i nei XT- basg-yi dur'e 'isgo, gy basg-yi sdo illll LlJ-'i dur'e 'is-
nvni, dq. ffl!ll ll!-ss-ezi 'edyvyn sdah-ai :l:[f!.~~-'i bere 'is-n,vnira._ (I, 28a-b) 
"~.ill! Ill surrounds the four worlds and the outside of it is surrounded 
again by fflll!lll, and in the dark part between the two i!x~lll lie the 
hells in a row." 

Both ffi.111 Ill and the hell are imaginary things but in this fictitious world of 
the book they are described as real. This will be explained in the like manner. 

( 1 ) cf. my article, "Ch6sengo no Kanry6jish6 ni tsuite '' -T6y6go Kenkyu No. 1, 1946. 
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I 4. ~iHcl;J-'i ga'ondni 'uidu-hv'ia 'is-nvnira . . (I, 3 la) 
"1iYJi is the chief among them.". 

(D) The present stem indicates a durative aspect as well. 
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I 5. 'ijei Ef=f~{:%J'J}BS31tl!ifJ:iJ~$}J-:'ei sEnjEi =g-[ii-'i dv'oi-'ieis-nvnira. (XXI, 19a) 
"(He) will be a Bodhisattva from now till .a=p~;fUl:Sft.1tl!~AJW:J)J." dv'ai'ieis-nvnira is dv'oi'ie'is+nvnira that is the perfect stem+the present stem as the example 9, hut in this case this combination indicates the duratjve 

aspect. 

(E) This stem 1s also used to describe habitual. acts. 

16. *~-'yn gnrucie ssahom-ai byri-nvn gokiri-'o. (I, 27b) 
"~-:9~ is an elephant that ( they) train and use in battles.~' 

17. · *~-'nn sarn1.n-ni jib-yisie ci-nvn. jiungsning-ira. (I, 46b) "*~ is an animal that a man keeps at his house." 

(F) There is a case in which this stem describes the phenomena that happen without fail under certain conditions. 

1 s. nei-1/fm:3:.-'i -t:li=f·=:f·-rnr dusi-mni, ·siesi-r nar-ai -tlJ-i hamr-rosie nEra 
'o-nvnira. (I, 26a) 
" IZ9f-mf ± has .-f::j'Jf=f-=f- and on the day of his enthronement -blf comes 
down from the sky." 

[ill~iu± is needless to say an imaginary person. 'o-nvnira in this sentence 
describes the phenomenon that happens infallibly at the time of his enthronement. It must be noted that here sie-si-r (to rise up) which means 'to ascend 
the throne' is a future stem (-r). 
19. gy sur'ui bozEvnn narah-m ~lB!l-ha-zvb-nvnira. (I, 2 6b) 

"The countri~s which have the honour of regarding that vehicle submit 
(to him)." 

In the above example the usage is the sarile as in the example 18. It means. the countries that regard the vehicle submit without fail. The submission is not taking place in actuality but the passage conveys the idea that whenever the vehicle appears if happens, and there is no doubt about it. bo-zvvv-rz that indicates the condition is, by the way, a basic stem. 

(G) The present steni is used for a generic description. 

20. 'i nei hamr-ur 1.~fs:W-ll97f•'ira lzv-nvnira. (I, 37b) 
" These four heavens are called 1~i5J!F-IZ9x." 

21. 1]"*-'yn ~r:l,r.liH--f-'tff gajvrbi-nvnira. (I, 37b) 
";J"*, i.e. the small vehicle, illustrates ~r:l,rl' and f~1i." 
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2.2. 1$iiJ1J'rfMg-mm harn~r 'anira lw-non bdyd-ini, (I, 14b) 
" l$iiJ 11ff *'1t means not being a heaven," 

23. ~Vc:MJ~-mm ~ nai mad-nvda hon bdyd-ini, (ibid.) 
"Jfi-i:!ffl~ means 'to smell a flavour,'." 

What must be noticed heie is that lwn (a basic stem) in the last example 1s 
used just in the same sense that lzv-non ( a present stem) in the example 2 2 1s 
used. (cf. ex. 23 in the usage of the basic stem) That a present stem is 
used just · in the same sense as a basic stem is seen in the following example. 
2.4. jei meg-non bdyd-yro (I, 23) = jei megu-n bdyd-yro (ibid) 

Both of them mean "according to the will one has in oneself." This example 
shows that the present stem and the basic stem have a common area in their 

ranges of usage. The reason shall be discussed later. 

(H) As already mentioned Korean adjectives are much the same as 
verbs from the view-point of morphological characteristics and it is more 

convenient to treat them as verbs. When they are used in purely adjectival 
· meanings they seem to have no present stems. However, sometimes they lzave 

present stems and in these cases they include motives of change. 

25. j{JJ~:SK,r-mm ch:r 'ebsyn ban:i-ui m~-'ai dur-mien gy naras gujang-'an nas 
guti bvrg-nvnira. (I, 26b) 

" When j(JJ~:l;;K:i{ is hung in the air m a moonless 'night, the borderland 
of the country becomes light as if in the day-time." 

26. 'i hanur-durh-i nob-di'os mogsum-i 'ora-nvni. (I, · 34) 
"The higher these heavens are ascended, the longer their life becomes." 

2 7. .=rnfx-'eisie myr-i na'a 'arai gudug-hu'iais-daga, myr do 'eb-nmzira. 

(I, 49b) 
"From .=ntlµx water comes down and the ground is full of water, but 

by and by even the water disappears." 

bvrg- and 'ora- are adjectiv~l roots and . mean respe~tively 'to be light' and 
'to be long,' and 'ebs- means 'not to exist' and this is a semi-adjectival root. 
(cf. p. 14) In the above examples they are used in th<? form. of the present 

stem and they describe the changes into the states of thinga their adjectival 

roots respectively mean. If this slight change in meaning of roots is caused 

by the function of the present stem or not, is still to be solved. Because the 

present stems in the above three examples may be explained under the usage 

(F). bvrg- for instance might mean ' to become light ' as well as ' to be light ' 
as an adjectival root. In. fact in . the following line bvrg- is used in the form 

of the retrospective stem. 

2.8. jygjahi xtU!. g-cjang EiiJJ-hugo, .:::=f*=f narah-i da g~jang bvrgdera. 

(II, 36a) 
"Immediately heaven and. earth shook seve~·ely and thousands of countrjes 

all became quite light." 
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· _By the way it may be because of - their contexts that prominent motives of 
·'change' are seen in examples 25, 26 and 27. 

(I) In the following examples 1s found an exceptional usage of the 
1Jresent stem, apparently in the sense of present perfect. 

·29. mysyg-yr 'ed-nrmda? (I, 36b) 

" What lzave you got ? " 
:30. nai mom 'ed-nora. (ibid.) 

"I have got my body."· 
31. Jl]t®pµJB{5~-'i ...... ~t{~tk-'yr 'ar-'ei hosi-nosda! (XXI, 9a) 

" J1%rmt:4lruf5!?,...... has taught *Mttft· ! " 

(J) The following are cited from the Bag-dong-sv 'En-lzvi tHDH'Jlf~Wt that 
·was-written a little later than 'Uer-'in-sieg-bo . 

. 32. 'edui ga-nvnda? (Vol. I, Sa) 
"Where are you going?" 

.33. ;J,A-'i ifi1t~:B-'yi ga-nor:t. (ibid.) 
"I am going to 1)11~93." 

.'34. 'emi sdah-ur hiang-hu'ie ga-nvnio? (Vol. I, sb) 
"To what country are you going?" 

:Here present stems are used to describe the deeds that will he done 111 near 
future. In this sentence in 'Uer-'in-sieg-bo, · 
.35. gyzei nzvingga-nora jib jizi-rnr cezem-h1mi, (I, 44b) 

" (I) began to build a house to do ...... (?) " 
;the meaning. of gyzei is not clear, but it is supposed from the context that 
gyzei mving-gvr- (which literally means "to make gyzei ") will mean to have 
.sexual intercourse. Be that as it may, this is one of the examples in which 
.the final form -nora indicates the deed that will take place in future. 

So far I have discussed main usages of the present stem and have seen 
;there is a great variety there. It is impossible to induce some homogeneous 
.functions from these variform usages. It might rather be dangerous to do so 
·when we take into consideration the fact that such grammatical forms as this 
tense form come to have some new functions which are deviated from their 
-original functions in the course of their development through the medium of 
·various secondary motlves. However, it might not be meaningless to find out 
a basic function from various examples and to make clear some derivative 
.functions in reiation to the basic one. 

As in case of the present stem a definite affix -n11- is added to al'1 
.indefinite verb stem. from the morphological stand-point; so iu meaning, it is 
.supposed, some definite element is added to an indefinite verbal concept. In 
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the above examples those that are used in the basic linguistic situation, that 
is, in the form of the cljalogue, are examples ."3, 4, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, ."33, 

and examples 1 and 2 may be considered in the same way. These examples 
can be classified according to their usage; namely A(I, 2, 3), B(4), I(2.9, 30, 
31) and ](32, 33, 34) .. All these examples except B(4) describe the scenes 
that are actually taking place. Sentences under A(l, 2, 3) describe the actions 
that are actually being performed or that may be considered to be so, while 
those under 1(29, 30, 31) describe the actions that have been done, and those 
under J(33, 33, 34) the actions that are going to be performed. Each one of 
these examples defines each action in rel.ation to .each own . situation. This 
might be a basic functi,on of the present stem if not an orginal functiqn. 
Since the relation with the linguistic situfltion is one of the important functions 
of the language, it is natural that the relation with actual situa6on comes 
out in some way or another. 

The actual situation contains ,various motives, · An actual existence 1s an. 
existence as a fact. So the things that do not exist in actuality, if they are 
thought to be facts, can be described as things that actually exist. Hell does 
not exist, but 1J1~~ in the example B(4) tells about the existence of hell as a 
fact. Thus on the basis of factuality the use of the present stem is extend.eel 
to such cases as B and C. The reference to the actual situation shows 
the clurative aspect of the actions that are being performed in the situation. 
The example D(I 5) describes a state that continues for innumerable years ( If 
=ftl~{JU~fir-1:!1,;r:r-uftiti}J). Usage E in which are described habitual things will 
have some connection with usage D. Usage F is interesting. Things described 
here have no direct connection with actual situations and they are not habitt!al 
deeds, either. But they desci·ibe things that happen without fail under some· 
conditions and so what: are explained there are also considered as facts. This 
1s also true in the case of the usage H. 

As already mentioned, the basic stem and the present stem are used for 
generic descriptions and in some cases the first future stern is also used for 
this purpose as will be explained below. This duplication is caused by the 
fact that since there is no special grammatical form for generic description, 
the basic stem, the present stem. and . the first fu!ure stem can be used i1:i its 
place. It might be said that while the basic stem is used for this purpose 
because of its indefinite presentation of verbal concept, the present stem is used 
because of its indication of factuality. 

(3) First Future Stem 

I. Morphological characteristics 

This stem is morphologically characterized by the suffix -r or -rz. Being 
different from · other stems, the first future stem does not take the adnominal 
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worcl-enclirig -iz but it takes the suffix .:r 111 · its adnominal form. The suffix 
-r is ofte1i accompanied by a laryngal plosive (') as is seen in the following 
examples. 

ssahor' Jegy1 (I, 2Gb) 
ilE~-hvr' Jegy1 (I, 36b) 
morror' gocl-ira. (I, .'.37a) 

Sometimes, instead of the laryngal plosive the consonant next to the suf6.x 
-r becomes the correspo~1ding 'thick sound' (doin sori)m. 

:Jti':f-livr ssannn-i (I, 29b) 
This fact may mean that the ' thick sound' was accompanied by a laryngal 
plosive. The suffix -ssvi which indicates the reason usually attaches to the 
future adnominal form -r and· becomes either -r' ssvi or -r~ssvi. This ma~·k (') 
has the same function as that of genitive case. As the genitive case is 
used to combine a noun with a noun, so. this mark is used for the adnominal 
form of the verb that combines a verb with a noun. cz) 

The future adnominal form -r, when i is attached to :it, makes the verbal 
.noun ending with -ri, just in the like manner as the adnominal form ending 
with -n makes, with i at the end, a kind of the verbal noun which means 
·' something to do so-and-so' or 'something that has done so-and-so.' 

n'iegu-ri (something to eat, something that can be eaten) (I, 45a) 
This stem takes the fo1:m of -ri- when it is not adnorninal. The -r(') 

,or -ri attaches to the second or the fourth base. 
What follows are the main' forms of the first future stem . 

. Adnominal 1) II-r(') vhv- (to do, to say)·; hvr(') 
2) IV-r(') vnzory- (not to .know): morror('), vhv-: ho-r(') 

Final 1) II(IV)-rira i/ da·v- ( to be exhausted) : da·v-rira, v ha- : 

:lnterrogative 
Exclamatory 
·Coverbial 

JI. Usage 

2) II-rirocla 
II-ri'ie 
II-r ssie 
II-rini 

ho-rira 
V goti- ( to correct) : . got-i-riroda 
v bui- ( to be vacant, to be vain) : 
v derev- (to be dirty, to be filthy) : 
i/ hv- : lzv-rini 

bui-ri'ie 
derevy-r ssze 

(A) The first thing- noticeable in the usage of this stem 1s its, indication 
,of the thjngs that will happen in future. 

1. 'iri hnmien 'tf.iJJ-'i da'v-rira. (I, 49a) 
"Jf.tb will be exhausted if you do this way." · 

,( I ) The doin sari, i.e. thick sound, is the consonant articulated with glottal tension. It is, 
and was, spelt with the duplication of the consonant letter. E.g. the 'thick sound, 
of s is represented with the double s, i.e. ss . 

.( 2) This fact was noticed by Mr. KIM Sugyeng ~ffjp, one of the excellent linguists in 
present Korea. 
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2. 'iri j(jj~-hm ~-'e:i sdo iitJV.. 'freis-daga, dasi ~tt~~-he'ia sdo A<J~-hv-rinL 
(I, 49b) 
"Thus, after it will have been burnt down, the world wjll . be again. 
established, and in the meantime (the world) will become fixed, inhabited,. 
collapsed and vacant, then again it will be burnt down." 

:'3. clas-es cahi-n jffi"lf;)Ji@.:f~~-'i na-si-rira. (I, 51 b) 
"At the fifth time ~1f}J1t{If[! will be born." 

(B) This stem sometimes indicates something that 1s expected to happen .. 
according to destination. 

4. siesir nar-ai --blt-i han-er-rosie n-era 'omnira. (I, 26a) 
"On the day of his entlzronnzent --b=!l comes down from the sky." 
This is about the enthi·onement of [mfi.:E, which is destined to happen. 

5. ffiX~d~rh-i !TTIT{lff~ 'oa ssalzor' jegyi garh-ai hen sdah--er ·MFtl~ bu-emien. 
jygjahi 'amgmmira. (I, 26b-27a) _ 
" When ~X fight against ~ {If~, if they apply fmtf~ on the injured parts. 
( of their body) by swords, the injured parts are cured at once." 

6. ¾fU1tt1E~-hvr' jegyi i~'@.JV..-'ieis nuns-myr-i gnr-evi g-eti mrida hon mar
do 'isimie. (I, 36b) 
"There is a saying that, when %fU{~! enters Nirvana, tears of ~'@.::W- fall 
clown like fine rain." 

Such events as the_ battle between ~~ and ~{!ff~ and the death of %f%}f:r 
might have to be described with the basic stem as the events happened in 
the past. However, from the other point of view they can be described with 
the first future stem as they are thought to be destined to happen. The word 
jegyi (at the time when ...... ), by the way, is always preceded by the future· 
adnon-iinal form as is seen in the above two examples. 
7. gyngegyi iJf:_"f!i-hvr ssarnm-i ~~fff--'t?i jiegymie kum-yro :/jJ:JJoc ryr dinaimmi .. 

(I, 29b) 

"People who sz~ffer pass there . the different number of Kalpa according. 
to the degree of their sin," 

The word gyngegyi (there) denotes 'hell' here and iJf:.E-Tzvr here may mean. 
'who are clo01~ed to suffer'. 

(C) This stem also indicates the possibilities of things. 

8. +::E-llt:W--'iei do sdo gajvrbiri 'ebsysini, (I, 52a) 
"There is nobody who may possibly be compared with (him) in +:15i!1:Jf..,. 
either," 

9. sana'-er meguri-r bui'ie 'oni. (I, 45a) 
" (He) reaped thfogs that can feed (him) for three or four days." 

(D) This stem shows ability. 
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10. h1m.ah-i 'edire jymyn sarum-ur dang-hvri-rssui. (I, 2.Ba) 
"As he alone is as able as a thousand men," 

.11. 'irelrnn bdyd-yn 5l]'.l;lj*j{fl;-'ui morror 'ir-ir-ira. (I, 37a) 
Such an idea cannot be recognized by ~f-141~'1:." 
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12. hunah-ui muzum-un suvi goti-rieni'oa, modun nrnzum-un sbarri mod goti
riroda. (I, 5Ib-52.a) 
" (We) can easily correct a false · way of thinking of one person but 
cannot reform that ~f many people at once." 

goti-rieni'oa is the same as goti-ri-'eni'oa=goti-ri-geni'oa and -geni'oa is a 
concessive coverbial ending. 

(E) This stem 1s also used for generic description. 

13. sery 'ebsi'ur 'ir-i nanira. (I, 43a) 
"It happened that they looked down upon each other." 

14. ~1!1!-'ira lzor moih-aisie namni, (I, 2.7a) 
"(It) comes out of a mountain that is called ~Ill." 

15. gy {t-'ei za 'oini, 'orhi, 'igyini, giei'uni hor 'ir-i nanira. (I, 42.b) 
"After that, to be wrong, right, vic:torious or defeated happened." 

It is worth our notice that the word lwr in this example is used ehtirely 111 

the same meaning as the adnominal · forms of the basic stem hvn and lion, 
the adnominal forms of the present stem hvnon and hvnvn. (cf. p.30) 

(F) This stem also indicates things that are imagined or supposed. 

16. **-'yn i:!tJ!¥. basg-yi do 'ohirie ¥!1[~15-'i 'isgeni, 'i !Z951(-'i hungas da 
bui-ri'ie? (I, 37a) " ** has its mf5•I~ even outside the world, and could all the !Z97( 
become vain ? " 

~ To become vain' in this sentence is a supposition agai1ist reason. 

(G) This stem expresses an intention. 

17. ;f~jQQ::g::[lii-'i sburri ~{5f!i-kei ( =hugei) ho-rira. (I, 52.a) 
" (I) will work so that fl~::g::iiI will soon attain Buddhahood." 

JB. gy jegyi fl~::g::jjI-'u1i ~~~~-hvr muzum-i hasirssui, (I, 52.b) 
"Since at that time ;fi~::g::iiii wished very much to save all the being," 

Reviewing these various uses of this stem we notice that the characteristic 
feature of this stem is its function to describe things not as they are in 
actuality but as they could be, as they should be or as they . must be. From 
this basic fmiction are derived various other uses such as a. use to indicate 
the future, a destination, a possibility, an ability or an intention, and therefore 
to indicate the future tense is apparently not its primary function. · The basic 
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function of this stem being .as sud1, the reason why this stem has a generic 
use as well as the basic stem and the present stem might be clear now. 
Namely, this first future stem is also used for generic description because the 
things in the generic description are also thought to he such things as possibly 
happen. 

IV. Conclusion 

I have discussed the uses of the basic stem, the present stem and the 
first future stem, and have also referred · to the ret1·ospective stem -de- and the 
emphatic stern -ge-. It might mean that I have outlined the tense stems of 
the Middle Korean verbs. Besides these sterns there are the perfect stem and 
the second future stem as periphrastic stems. The latter stands for the future 
tense in Modern Korean but in Middle Korean· the · indication of the future 
tense was no more than a germ. 

ffi:J~-mm gyrehv-gyis-go huranora himon bdycl-ira. (Inclrocluction, 6a) 
"fi\r.~ means to wish to be so." 
=~-'ai naza· ga byd-gyis-go · hBranora. (ibid. 6b) 
" ...... wish to go and get to the =:'1." 

In these two examples the second future stems are used rather in the optative 
mood. Morphologically, the second future stem is composed hy first base and 
:an adverbial ei~ding -gyi with the ver~~(D..:: (to be, to exist). 

Like this second future stem in the periphrastic use., the perfect stem 
m the periphrastic use was hut of the secondary importance in Middle 
Korean. The primary importance was not placed on it until the time. of 
Modern Korean when it composed a new tense system. The other five stems 
compose an old tense system which is · still surviving in Modern Korean but 
seems to be gradually giving its way to the new system. 

The coexistence of the old and the new systems has brought in a 
,queer unsystematic feature in Modern Korean. In Modern Korean usually 
the perfect stem is used to indicate the past. However, the basic stem is 
still used in the adnominal form. For instance in the case of the verb ga
(to go), its final -form is gass-da that is derived from the perfect stem ga'isda. 
On the other hand the aclnominal form of ga- takes the form of the basic 
stem ga-n and not either gassy-n or gass-n_yn. In the same way -geiss- that 
was derived from the second future stem -gyi'is(i)- is usually used to indicate 
the future,· but in its adnominal form the first future stem -r is used. In 
Modern Korean the periphrastic form -go'iss- is often used to incljcate the 
progressive aspect, for instance lza-go'iss-da (is doing). However, this form 
is scarcely found in Middle Korean and in its stead the present stem was used. 
(cf. The present stern, usage (A) 1-3) 

One of the characteristics of the new tense system . is its periphrastic use 
wjth the verb of existence 'is(i)-. 'l'his fact might mean the drift of the 
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dominant principle undedying the system itself: Therefore it may be necessary 
to investigate the principle that underlies the old tense system. 

To begin with; the word· 'tense' in its origirial 1i1eaning · js apparently 
improper to this grammatical category in question ·of the Korean language. 
Because, though this grammatical category is treated un:der the name of the 
"tense', when its various uses a:1:e studied carefully, many of them are found 
to be in no relation· to tense. However, some of these uses can not be 
explained from the point of an aspect, either. In general, languag·e l~as · by 
natute two phases : it describes the structure of -the content itself on the one 
hand- and it explains the attitude of the speaker to the content on the other. 
The content of what is to be described may sometimes be communicated 
without• the help of the direct linguistic forms, by the _context or other: means 
based on .the linguistic situation in its wider sense. On the other hand it is 
true that the form of expression depends upon the speaker's points of view. 
In. the latter case would he found the dominant principle underlying the old 
tense system. 

As already mentioned the baisc stern haS' no specific suffixes and it 
presents the concept of the verb indefinitely. This stem is the. foundation of 
the other t_ense forms. The other tense forms are composed by their own 
.specific suffixes agglutinated to the basic stem. These suffixes add some 
-definition to the concept of the verb. The definition seems not to be concerned 
about the things themselves which the verb describes but about the attitude 
of the speaker toward the things. The function of the emphatic stern is to 
put some stress on the things that the verb describes. It will be more proper 
to say that the emphasis is placed rather on the attention of the speaker to 
:the things than on the description of the things themselves. The function of 
the present stem is to refer the things to an actual situation. The :first future 
stem sets the things in a possible situation, and the retrospective stern, in a 
situation in the speaker's experience. The concept of the verb is thus defined 
by the attltude of the speaker toward the things. In other words, this part 
-of the Korean grammar might rather -be in the category of mood than that 
,-0f tense. m 

The primary principle of the old tense system being thus understood as 
.the attitude of the speaker toward the things he describes, the reason why 
any of the three stems, the basic stem, the present stem and the first future 
stem, was used for generic description may be easily explained, namely the 
basic stem was used for that purpose because of its indefiniteness, the present 
stem of its factuality and the first future stem of its possibility. It is nothing 
strange, therefore, that there is no difference in the coi1textual meaning among 
the generic description by one and those by the others. 

,( 1) In his unique work, Doshi-jisei no kenkyu j]J~j,_)fliiFflltlviitfyt Study of the (English) Tense, 
Prof. Ikki HOSOE i\imtr:~'i/B reached essentially the same conclusion. I should surely 
have referred to this remarkable study had there been more space. 
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From this old tense system has been engendered a new tense system, the 
basic principle .of which is in the state of things themselves. The perfect 
stem which indicates vario'us sorts of combinations of some actions and states 
,of things-especially the states of the things resulted from some actions,. 
the second future stem that indicates the transfer from the state to an action 
and the progressive form that shows the coexistence of the state of things and 
an action, these in the new tense system focus on the state of the things, 
that is, . how the things are and not on the attitude of the speaker towaid the 
action or the state of things. In othe1; words, in the new system the point 
is in the description of the things themselves apart from. the speaker's sub
jective view. Here the phase of the aspect eventually comes up onto the 
surface and this is only natural since the substance of the aspect is A ktionsart. 
In this case also tense plays but the part of secondary importance. It is of 
course too abrupt to draw a decisive conclusion about the change from the 
old tense system to the new one without further positive studies. However, it 
may he safe, at least, to say that the change of the main point. of the tense 
system from the subjective 'mood' to the objective 'aspect' .is one of the 
greatest changes of the Korean language in these five hundred years. 


